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Confucius’s father died while Confucius was very young, and received no military training1

from his father; he was raised by his mother. Stories of early hardship are thus probably true.

Two intervening interpolations must here be ignored; see Brooks Analects 218.2

See BrooksWord.3

The present KZJY 38 has Ch n Lau corresponding to Ch n Ran in SJ 67. The4

latter appears to be the better reading; see Brooks Analects 275.
For JZ 25:7, see the selection of commentaries cited by Wang Shu-m n.5
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Abstract. The only place in the Analects where an alternate version of a Confucius
saying is quoted is LY 9:7, following 9:6. The two sayings read this way:

• LY 9:6. The Grand Steward asked Dz-gung, Your master is a Sage, is he not?
Why then does he have these many skills? Dz-gung said, Surely Heaven will
grant him to be a Sage; he also has these many skills. The Master heard of it,
and said, Does the Grand Steward perhaps know me?When I was young, I was
poor, so I became skilled in many mean matters. Does a gentleman have so
many of them? He does not.

• LY 9:7. Lau says that the Master said, I was not given a chance ,
therefore I have all these accomplishments.

The difference is that Lau’s version does not mention Confucius’s poverty; it suggests
rather that a lack of opportunity was the problem. Wherever the truth may lie, the1

chief interest of LY 9:7 is that it presents an alternate version of a sentence in LY 9:6.
I here explore the implications for the way Confucius’s sayings were remembered.

Context. In 9:8, Confucius denies that he possesses wisdom, but will take up a
topic raised by a commoner (it is paired with the corrective 9:11, where Yen Hwe2

praises Confucius’s vast knowledge). 9:12 is an imagined death scene, emphasizing
Confucius’s lack of lifetime accomplishment. The early hardship of 9:6-7 is thus
supported by the later hardship portrayed in the subsequent material. Also compatible
is 9:2, originally the first saying in the chapter, where Confucius rejects his inherited3

role as a warrior by ridiculing the warrior’s basic skills: archery and chariot driving.

Name. Lau (“animal pen”) is unknown. That name is not mentioned in the
Dzwo Jwan (04c), the Mencius (late 04c to mid 03c), or the KZJY 38 disciple list
(core, mid 04c). There is no reason to link Lau with the Ch n Jang , who is4

rebuked by “Confucius” in DJ 10/20:4, or to the Dz-lau of JZ 25:7, glossed by some
as Ch n Jang, about whom in any case the story gives no information. The Analects5

commentator Jvng Sywæn (127-200) calls him Dz-lau , and gives no surname.
Lau seems to be a member of the Confucius circle whose details had been forgotten.
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Brooks Analects 51, 57, and 218-219.6

Brooks Analects 214, 280.7

Brooks Analects 218.8

Waley Analects 20 calls them “perfect examples . . . of introvert and extrovert.” Exactly.9

Author. The probable author of LY 7 is Dzvngdz (c 0436), four of whose sayings
are preserved in the core of LY 8; the probable preserver of these sayings, and the
probable author of LY 9, which is closely modeled on LY 7, is Dzvngdz’s elder son6

Dzvng Ywæn. It is unlikely that Dzvngdz knew Confucius, and his son surely did not;7

the son will necessarily have relied on other sources than his own memory.

Lau is the informant for the 9:7 variant. Is this possible? Confucius’s retrospective
remark was probably made late in his life. He died in 0479. The youngest disciple who
could have heard it would then have been 20. We date LY 9 to c0405 from its latest
sayings, but other parts must be earlier: respect for Dzvngdz rules out a beginning8

date of 0435 or 0434, but 0430 would be late for a new school head to issue teaching
material. In that year, our conjectural disciple would have been 70. Yes, it is possible.

But who was the informant for 9:6? For LY 9 in general, as above noted, the main
source was Dzvngdz’s LY 7, parts of which Dzvng Ywæn has recast and rewritten.
The LY 7:35 Confucius death scene, for instance, which concluded Dzvngdz’s portrait
of Confucius, is rewritten as LY 9:12. The only disciples mentioned by Dzvngdz were
Yen Hwe and Dz-lu, and these figures LY 9 develops, Yen Hwe positively in 9:11
and 9:21-22, Dz-lu negatively in 9:12 and 9:27. Thus begins the emblematic contrast
of reflective Yen Hwe and rash Dz-lu, a topos further developed in the later Analects.9

These considerations will account for much of LY 9 as imaginative extensions of
written tradition. But 9:6 is clearly not an invented saying (since an old disciple recalls
slightly different wording); it must have been remembered, and by someone of greater
authority in Dzvng Ywæn’s eyes than the obscure Lau. The likely person is Dzvngdz
or his informant among the older disciples. In Dzvngdz’s LY 7, the theme of poverty
appears in 7:12 (“if wealth could be had for the seeking”) and 7:16 (“eating coarse
food”). The theme of poverty in youth is absent from LY 7, but it seems that Dzvngdz
knew of one comment of Confucius about it, and passed it on to his son. Dzvng Ywæn
took this inherited saying as primary, while respecting the slightly different testimony
of a surviving member of the original Confucius circle.

So far LY 9:6-7. What these passages do not show is that there existed a general
reservoir or oral soup of Confucius sayings, on which later Analects writers might
draw at will. Most of LY 9 seems to have been expanded from earlier written tradition,
or invented outright in response to current needs and interests.
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